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ABSTRACT
Since 1971 Edison Junior High School in Janesville,

Wisconsin, has developed and used an innovative social science
curriculum for junior high students. Process of the Social Scientist
(POSS) is a 2-year program for the combined sixth/seventh grade which
places primary emphasis on the process used by worIC.ng social
scientists rather than on the content of the discirline. POSS
stresses methods, techniques, and ways of thinking. rather than
names, dates, and places. Students study geography, history, and
political science in their first year, followed by anthropology,
sociology, and economics in their second year. The History,
Anthropology, Sociology, Political Science, Economics, Geography
(HASPEG) curriculum is the POSS counterpart for eight graders. The
HASPEG curriculum centers around short study units, each dealing with
a topical problem or concern emerging from one of the disciplines..
The entire program incorporates the innovative teaching concepts of
team-teaching, multidisciplinary studies, contract learning,
miniunits, teacher-developed curriculum, and process learning.
Teacher and student response has been enthusiastic as many students
feel that the curriculum is more interesting and helps them to
remember more. (Author/DE)
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POSS/HASPEG:
Exploring the
Social Studies

Reading, writing, arithmetic, and FOSS? For students at Edison Junior High

School in Janesville, Wisconsin, the c3mbination doesn't seem so strange. Since 1971

Process of the Socia: Scientist, POSS, has been part of the Edison curriculum for the

combined sixth/seventh grade. Vhile essentially a social studies course, POSS repre-

sens an ralovative step away from the social studies fare traditionally offered

junior high students.
Actually, POSS is just part of the Edison social studies pack 7e. For eighth

graders, the P,',5.5 counterpart is RASFE4--Hiitory, Anthropolcgu, Sociology, Political

Scie .ce, Economics, Geography. The two programs form a sequential curriculum origi-
nated and developed by Edison teachers in an effort to bring new direction and enthu-

siasm to the school's social studies program.

NEW SCHOOL, NEW STAFF, NEW CURRICULUM

In September 1971, the new Edison Junior High School opened its doors. The phys-

ical design of the facility allowed the open classroom concept, piloted in two local

elementary :schools, to be continued into the junior high level. The building also

provided enough space to bring 130 fifth-grade graduates into a nongraded, two-year
program.

Since Ediac:1 was to nave a new staff as well as a new group of students, the time
seemed ideal to review the social studies curriculum predominately used in Janesville
junior high schools. The administrators and teachers who evaluated the curriculum
pronounced it unsuited to the needs of the students who would arrive at Edison in 1971.
A complete new approach was recommended.

With curriculum revision in mind, administrators staffed Edison with teachers
who were considered sufficiently flexible and open-minded about curriculum content
and methodology to be receptive to changing the traditional social studies curriculum.
The new staff began meeting to determine the broad goals and general directions for
a new social studies program.

One of tha group's first steps was to develop a profile of the students who would

be coming to Edison. The profile indicated that students would come primarily from
middle-to-low income families; many would be ADC (Aid to Dependent Children) recipi-
ents; and tneir average I.Q. would be below the city average. A survey of the young-

sters' attitudes toward social studies L'i,gwe that a majority had negative or indif-
ferent feelings about the subject area.

Using this information, the staff concluded that their new program had to be
highly flexible--a program that could provide for individual differences, offer stu-
dents some choices, and allow variety in teaching methods. They also sought Le, develop
a curriculum that could serge as a "stepping stone" between the problems-approach
social studies units used in Janesville elementary schools and the multidisciplinary
approach being implemented in the local secondary schools. The POSS/HASPEG progim
that emerged is based on these original goals.

POSS: PROCESS OF 1HE SOCIAL SCIENTIST

The program developed by the Edison staff begins with POSS, a two-year curriculum
for the sixth/seventh grade. The name--Process of the Social Scientist--suggests the
approach of the program; primary emphasis is placed on the "process" used by a social
scientist working in a discipline, while secondary emphasis is give to the "content"
of the discipline. POSS stresses methods, techniques, and ways of think±ng rather
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than names, dates, and places.
To expose students to a broad overview of social science, the POSS curriculum

focuses on six social science disciplines. Students study geography, history, and
political science in their first year, followed by anthropology, sociology, and eco-
nomics in their second year. Roughly three months is spent studying each discipline.

Each of the social sciences is examined in three phases. During Phase I students
study how professionals in a discipline do their work. For example, in studying his-
tory, students consider how historians approach their subject: their concern: the
tools they use, the processes they employ in reaching concissions. Students .lso con-
sider the special skills and abilities needed by social scientists.

Phase II is an internship phase in which students apply the concepts and skills
they learned in Phase I to specific situations. Students studying political science
might be asked to evaluate the political atmosphere of a time period by analyzing polit-
ical cartoons from that era.

The third phase, Individually Guideo Education (IGE), gives students a chance
for in-depth exploration of topics which are of special interest to them. An ICE
geography project might be to analyze the relationship between the physical and
human geography in a particular region. In consultation with the teacher, each stu-
dent chooses a subject, determines a goal, and then imrsues the work indeEendently;
students often work on a contract basis in this phase.

Within the multidisciplinary framework, the Edison teachers develop units and
materials. Although some work is done in curriculum development during the school
year, most materials are prepared in summer workshops which teachers are paid to
attend. Workshop articipants develop short study units for each discipline, which
include resource materials (sometimes commercially prepared), lesson guides, and
activity suggestions. In all instances the units are designed to provide variety
and flexibility.

Robert Williams, Social Studies Coordinator for the Janesville Schools, has been
`.nstrumental in the development of the Edison program. Ne makes the following obser-
vation about the development of POSS:

Originally the POSS program was merely a curriculum format including
all the social sciences. Through the effort of Dean Ringger and the
rest of the 6/7 Edison social studies staff, POSS has become a full-
blown, teacher-written curriculum, it is an introductory social science
program with the disciplines used as a vehicle to involve students in
process learning. Within the POSS approach one finds true concept
and generalization teaching.

HASPEG: HISTORY, ANTHROPOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY, POLITICAL SCIENCE. ECONOMICS, GEOGRAPHY

The dAAEG ':urriculum differs in structure from POSS. In HASPEG stdents are
t" five dis,:iplines (anthropology and sociology are combined) in a single

mester, the ontent of the course :enters around short study units, each dealing
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with a topical problem or concern emerging from one of the disciplines.
A seeeter's schedule in HASPEG calls for hiatory first, followed by anthro-

pology, sociology, political science, economics, and geography. Each discipline is

approached in a different way. In history, students are given the choice of five unite

from which they choose one to study; in economics, studants form small groups to com-

plete four short units. One of the political science units calls for the entire class

to participate in a simulation game. Most of the units are taught by a two-teacher

team ad last approximately three weeks. Because all units have to begin and end

at the same "ime, teachers must coordinate their plans and activities carefully.

The underlying assumption in the AMC approach is that "the methodology of a

particular d'scipline is the Lest investigative tool with which to view a topic or

problem." While the unit "The Kiowa Years" (based on Kiowa Years: A Study in Cul-
turl: Impact, by Alice Marriott; New York: The Macmillan Co., 1968) is approached

from an anthropolcgical viewpoint, the teacher-written unit, "Revolution or Riot.-

is approached fro -.Ile historian's perspective. Teachers feel this method of deal-

ing with topics helps students develop flexibility in their own approach to problems.

The HASPEC prceram builds on the skills and concerts taught in POSS. Students

have the opportunity to apply the processes they learned in POSS to the content ques-

tions they explore in HASPEG. In addition, the "Americsn eaperience" is used as a

co.:tent tnread to tie the programs together, particularly the history and political

science disciplines.
In evaluating HASPEG, Williams believes an important strength of the program is

its format--a format which "has the potential for making both the teachers and the

ctriculum content extremely responsive to topicalness, to recent developments in

the disciplines, and to educational philosophy."

POSS/HASPEG AND TRADITIONAL SOCIAL STUDIES; HOW DO THEY COMPARE?

The POSS /hASPEG program incorporates many innovative teaching concepts--team-
teaching, multidisciplinary studios, contract learning, mini-units, teacher-developed

curriculum, process learning - -to name but a few. What is the result of these inno-

vations? Is POSS/HASPEG "better" than traditional social studies programs?
One question cften asked wnen evaluating a program is. "Are the students learn-

ing anything?" Some people fear that without emphasis on factal learning students

will remain virtually ignorant. This concern is put to the test each spring when

Edison students take a system-wide achievement examination. The first time Edison

youngsters tank the exam, the PoSS/KAAPEG teachers were not particularly confident

their students would score well since the social studies section of the exam is

heavily weighted toward factual '.yowlege of American history and geography.

The teachers' fears were unfounded, at least with the sixth graders. Edison

sixth -grade youngsters achieved the same mean scores on the social studies portion

of the exam as their counterparts in otner schools. However, the eighth graders

Aid not tare well 4hen compared with their peers. Results at the end of the

)nd year were the isme, with the sixth graders maintaining the district average

and the eihth traders scoring semewhat below.
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HASPEG Market Game

HASPEG Curriculum Workshop

Another source of evaluation was sought in 1973 when the administration ap-

pointed an evaluation team to conduct a general review of the :OSS/HASPEG program:

the team was composed of lay persons and teachers from other Janesville schools.

The team's overall evaluation was quite positive; however, the evaluation team

was concerned about the eighth graders' achievement scores ano saggested more Ameri-

can history and political science be added to the program. Acting on their recom-

mendation, the staff has added new units in these areas.
Apart from the concern about what students are learning, there is the question,

"Do the students like the program?" An informal survey of POSS/HASPEO students pro-

ducer. a decisive "yes" answer. In discussing the program, students frequently men-

tion they like having variety and ch)ice in their studies, not being "chained to a

book," changing teachers often, and doing "fun" activities. The disadvantages they

mention are primarily a lack of time in some units and a shortage of materials.

These young etudents see a number of personal advantages to process 'earning.

Several think it will help them in high school and college: others feel they remem-

ber most from the FOSS /HASPEG course than from their previous social studies classes.

Some students state they are more interested in the field of social science as a

result of the program and might consider a career in one of the disciplines.

A strong ilication of student interest in the program is revealed in the en-

rollment figures for the ,ilective ninth-grade social studies program which follows

HASPEG. in 1971, before POSS/HhSPEG, orly 37 percent of the ninth graders chose to
take social studies; in 1374, with the new program operative, 54 percent of the ninth

graders elected to take social science. Perhaps the reason for the increased inter-
est was best expressed by the youngster who wrote, "...in regular social studies
classes you are bored to death, but in this class you just get half-bored."

Finally, there is the question, "Do the '.eachers like the program?" Again the

answer is a firm "yet." The teachers are pleased enough with the results of the Fro-

gram to continue developing and the curriculum, adding more units and mate-

rials each year. The teachers' commitment to the program evidenced by the fact that

the HASPEG staff its remained unchanged sines HASPEG began.
When asked what they see as the program's advantages, teachers trequrly cite

adaptability and flexibility; they feel the program responds to individual student

needy. uike their students, the teachers also enjoy having variety in teaching ap-
proaches, seeing new faces often, and workir7 with a wide range of materials.

Edison teachers are practical in pointing tit the disadvantages of _OSS/HASV:G.

The major problem they see is the extensive amount of preparation time required k.

the curriculum. It tak2s time to develop units (Lod materials initially, and it takes
more time to evaluate and revise the materials. One staff scmber questions whether

teachers can look critically at self-prepared materials.
There is concern in the Edison social studies department about what students are

learning. Most teachers quickly acknowledge that Edison students are not loazning as
many facts as they would in a traditional program; howeer, they are convinuld this
disadvantage is offset by the imprtvod critical thinking ability displayed by their
qtuonts and the wider exposurr in social sciences waich the youngsters experience.
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The impact of the POSS/HASPEG program has made itself felt. The other two
junior high schools in Janesville have adopted modified versions of the FOSS program.
At least twelve school systems in Wisconsin indicate that the POSS/HASPEG concept has
served as a model for them, and a number of schools from outside the state have re
quested information on setting vp similar curricu.um programs.

For social studies departments considering the adoption of a FOSS/HASPEG approach,
Edison teachers offer some considerations. First, they suggest i% is essential to get
a good evaluation of students' needs before any program is begun. Second, they feet
it is necessary for teachers to be given sufficient time to develop curriculum, pref-
erably in summer workshops. In their view, curriculum development camet be done well
in Vie midst of a regular school year.

Finally, the question of staffing is crucial. A m%ltidisciplinary approach
requires a teacher team whose members hal.e varied social studies backgrounds and a
wide range of interests. Team members need to be receptive to the idea of change and
be willing to e.periment with new approaches. They need creativity and energy. But
perhaps the basic ingredient in making a program ilk% FOSS/HASPS work is simply staff
commitment. At succinctly summarized by one Edison teacher, "Ya gotta wanna."
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